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High-speed metal forming with liquid shock u)aues, gener-
aled non-erplosiuely, is a new fi,eld of study. The aduan-
tage of forming with liquid shock waaes in a shock tube
in clrnpt,rison to erplosiue forming is better control and
increased safety. This paper presents the erperimental set-
up of a liquid shock tube and cornpares different modes of
operation.

Introduction

High speed metal forming using liquid shock waves is char-
acterised by a rapid release of energy. The potential en-
ergy stored in the driving section is transformed into the
kinetic energy of an air shock wave (Air mode) ot into
the kinetic energy of a fast moving piston (Piston mod.).
With the impact of either the air shock wave or the pis-
ton on a liquid surface, the kinetic energy.is transformed
into hydraulic pressure and a liquid shock wave is gener-
ated. The energy associated with the hydraulic pressure

is used to form the wqrk piece. Two different operatitrg
systems, the air mode and the piston mode are discussed
wit,h respect to parameters such as burst pressure, opening
tinre of diaphragms, piston mass, and piston velocity. For
the air rnode the experimental results of the shock wave
pressures are cornpared with the results calculated by the-
or)'. For the piston rnode, two different piston masses are
tested over a large variety of bursting pressures. The shock
wave pressure and the shock wave velocity are recorded
for the different operati.tg parameters. The impulse and
the energy of the initial shock wave are computed from the
pressure curve. Free forming of circular disks and cylindri-
cal tubes is investigated. The liquid shock wave for these
tests is generated in the piston mode and the results are
presellted with respect to the liquid shock wave pressure,

energy and impulse.

Experimental set-up

The experiments are carried out in a vertical water shock
tube, which has a total length of 4.5 m. The shock tube
consists of a st ainless steel tube with an outside diameter
of 106 mllr and an intter diameter of 56 mm. The inside
of the tube is honed smooth. The high-pressure driver is

separated from the driven sect,ion by a diaphragm.

Air mode

The experimental arrangement for the air mode is shown
in Figure 1. High pressures of up to 30 MPa in the driv-
ing section are required to supply enough energy to the
water column for metal forming. The air is pressurised by
a Haskel High Pressure Driver. Metal disks with a ma-
chined scratch of 20% of the disks' thickness are used as

diaphragms. The pressure of the air shock wave is recorded
by three pressure transducers of the PCB 113 A24 series.
The data are recorded by a computer oscilloscope. The
pressure of the liquid shock wave is recorded by using three
PCB 113 A23 pressure transducers and in this case the
data are recorded with a Yokogawa DL1540 oscilloscope.
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Figure 1 Schematic arrangement of liquid shock tube in
air mode

Piston mode

The experimental arrangement for the piston mode is
shown in Figure 2. In this case less pressure in the driving
section is needed (0.3 - 3 MP"). For these low pressures a
nitrogen gas bottle with an independent pressure gauge is
used to supply pressurised gas. The high-pressure driver is
separated from the driven section by a plastic diaphragm
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which can be punctured by a needle system. The driven
section is evacuated down to a pressure of approximately
5 kPa to avoid significant deceleration of the piston. A
second diaphragm separates the vacuum section from the
water section and prevents the water from evaporating. At
the end of the driven section above the second diaphragm
a light gate system is incorporated to measure the impact
velocity of the piston. The data from the light gates are

recorded by the computer oscilloscope. To measure the

Iiquid shock wave, the same set-up is used as for the air
mode.
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Figu re 2 Schematic arrangement of liquid shock tube in

p iston mo d e

The test section

The test section is situated at the bottom of the tube and

allows both the testing of circular flat disks and cylindrical
thin tubes. The design of the test section allows forrning
into dies as well as free forming. In Figure 3 a schentatic

drawing shows the set-up of the test section for free form-
ing of circular disks. The test specimen is fitted to the
water section by means of an adapter. An O-ring prevents

water from leaking into the test section. The die is situ-
ated under the disk and the air inside the die is evacuated

through the vacuum line to prevent the deformittg metal
from being cushioned. The set-up of the test section for
cylindrical tubes is shown in Figure 4. The liquid shock

wave is focused through the nozzle into t,he inside of the

tube. The tube is fixed in the test section by means of
a bottom and top tube holder. Both tube holders con-

tain O-rings to seal the inside of the die. The die itself is

split into four parts to allow a dismantling of the die after
the tube has been deformed. The inside of the die is also

evacuated through the vacuum line.
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Results of air rnode

The air shock wave in the driverl section is generated by the
bursting of t,he diaphragm that, separates the two sectiotrs.

The pressure of the air shock wave can be calculated by
iterating the following equation given by Mueller:a

Pq=Pz
(pz - r)gJ

Aa0n-r)

In this equation subscript 4 stands for the conditions in the
driving section and subscript 2 for the conditions behind
the air shock wave. Subscript 1 describes the condition
in the driven section before the shock wave. For air or
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nitrogen j is I.4. After the air shock wave impacts on
the water surface it is reflected with the pressure ps. The
pressure on the interface between the air and the water
is equal and therefore the same pressure p5 is transmitted
into the water. Since the speed of sound and the density of
water are rnuch higher than in air the reflection is similar to
a reflection on a solid wall. The pressure of the liquid shock
wave generated by an air shock wave can be calculated
using the following equation:a

1 - t + p2 (32 - 1)
Ps=Pz

1 + 7 + pz(t - 1)
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Figure 5 Liquid shock wave pressure versus burst pressure in

rhe resurts "r thi::::,;:: or the pressure or the
liquid shock wave in comparison to experirnental measure-
ments are shown in Figure 5. The comparison shows that
the experimental results are in reasonable agreement with
the theoretical curve. This variability is due to the metal
diaphragms opening slowly. The opening time has a great
influence on the shock wave strength and the experiments
have shown that it is difficult to accurately control the
strength of t,he air shoc.k wave. An air shock wave is char-
a.cterisecl by a pressure julnp Ap over a very short tine.
Behind the pressure jultrp t,lte pressure stays constant (p,
= const) for a certain anlount of tinre (depending on the
size of the driving section). This pressure history of the
air shock wave determines the pressure profile of the liquid
shock wave. With the impact of the air shock wave the liq-
uid shock wave is generated. Due to the constant pressure
behind the reflected air shock wave, the interface remains
pressurised and the pressure behind the liquid shock wave
stays constant as well. A typica,l wave diagram for a liquid
shock wave generated with an air shock wave can be seen

in Figure 6. The pressure traces of the three transduc-
ers show the liquid shock wave travelling down the shock
tube. At the third transducer near the bottom wall the
pressure reaches nearly double the pressure of the initial
shock wave due to the reflection at the end wall. The
reflected shock wave travels up the shock tube and super-
imposes with the initial wave. At the water surface the
reflect,ed liquid shock wave reflects as an expansion wave

due to the density difference between water and air. This
expansion wave, which is travelling down the shock tube,
can be seen as a pressure drop in Figure 6.
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Figu re 6 Pressu re history for a liq uid shock wave, generated
with an air shock wave. Transducer 1, 2, and 3

Results of piston rnode

In the piston mode the liquid shock wave is generated by
the rapidly moving piston impacting on the water surface.
With the impact of the piston on the water, the kinetic
energy of the piston is converted into pressure energy in
the liquid. The i-pacting piston pressurises and acceler-
ates the water. During the impact process the piston is
decelerated. This leads to a drop in the particle velocity
in front of the piston and therefore to a pressure drop of
the shock wave which results in a shock wave pressure pro-
file similar to that of a blast wave. The operating cycle in
the piston mode depends on the total amount of energy
available and on the rate at which the energy is delivered.
The total amoullt of energy is determined by the potential
energy stored in the driving section. The potential energy
is converted into the kinetic energy of the rapidly moving
piston after the diaphragm has burst. The rate at which
the energy is delivered to the water column and therefore
to the test specimen is determined by the mass, the ma-
terial and geometry of the piston. Theoretical considera-
tions, to predict the total amount of energy and the rate at
which the energy is delivered, are described by Kosing &
Skews.3 In Figures 7 and 8 pressure records for two liquid
shock waves are showr, to demonstrate the influence of dif-
ferent piston masses. The first diagram (Figure 7) shows
the results of a test perforrned with a, heavy steel piston
(3.65 kg) and the second diagrarn shows t,he results of a
test performed with a very light plastic piston (0.1895 ks).
For the test with the plastic piston an additional pressure
transducer was introduced 75 mm above the test specimen.
The bursting pressure in the driving section was 0.7 MPa
for both tests. The steel piston i-pacted with a velocity of
2I.5 rn/s and the plastic piston at, I02 m/s. The pressure
profile of the liquid shock wave in both tests is similar to
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that of a blast wave due to the deceleration of the piston
during the impact. The two diagrams of the experiments
performed with the different pistons show a large differ-
ence in the duration of the liquid shock wave. This is due

to the smaller inertia of the plastic piston which results in
a rnuch faster deceleration during the impact.

shock wave generated by an i-pacting piston (Figure 7 or
Figure 8) clearly shows the difference between these two
processes. The pressure history for the liquid shock wave
generated by an air shock wave shows a constant pressure
behind the initial pressure jump, which starts to increase
slowly followed by a rapid increase due to the superimposi-
tion of the reflected shock wave. In comparison, the liquid
shock wave generated by a piston shows an exponential
pressure drop after the initial pressure jump.

In Figure I a comparison is made between the liq-
uid shock wave pressures generated with the steel and the
plastic pistons. The figure shows the initial liquid shock
wave pressures versus the bursting pressure in the driving
section. The initial liquid shock wave pressure depends on
the i-pact velocity of the piston. A high i-pact velocity
results in a high initial pressure jump in the water. The
impact, velocity of the piston depends only on its mass and
therefore the curve for the plastic piston is much steeper
than for the steel piston.
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Energy

Shock wave pressure using steel and plastic pistons
versus bu rst pressu re in d riving section

and impulse of liquid shock waves

Figure 8 Pressure history for a liquid shock wave, B€nerated
with a plastic piston (0 1895 kg) Transdu cer I, 2,3, and 4

In the diagranr for the light plastic piston (Figure 8)
the liquid shock wave gets completely absorbed by the de-
forming metal in the test section. Therefore no reflected
wave can be seen. For the shock wave in Figure 7 only
a small part of the pressure energy is absorbed by the
metal deformation and the shock wave gets reflected. The
reflected shock wave travels up the shock tube and gets
reflected again by the steel piston lying on the water sur-
face. It, is thus evident that the operation of the tube
may be tailored to meet the particular application being
considered. A comparison between the liquid shock wave
generated by an air shock wave (Figure 6) and a liquid

Due to their pressure history which is similar to that of a
blast wave, Iiquid shock waves generated by an impacting
piston give the possibility of calculating the energy and
the i-pulse precisely.l Using the pressure trace from the
experiment, the energy and the impulse can be numerically
integratecl using the following equations.

For the energy of t,he liquid shock wave one ca.n writ,e:

r.r A- 
[* @ F) - pr)' dt (l )L

The shock wave impulse can be calculated using:

I - A [* pft) dt (2)
J,,

.,4 is the cross-sectional area, p is the density and u.

is the speed of sound. The subscript 1 refers t,o the con-
ditions in front of the liquid shock wave. In Figure 10 a
comparison of the shock wave energies generated with the
plastic and the steel pistons can be seen. The shock wave
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energy generated with the steel piston is slightly smaller
than the values for the plastic piston. This is most prob-
ably due to higher friction losses when using the steel pis-
ton. The steel piston is much longer in comparison to the
plastic piston and for very slow piston velocities the fric-
tion losses become more important. A comparison of the
generated shock wave impulse is made in Figure 11. The
shock wave impulse generated by the steel piston is much
larger than for the plastic piston. In the equation for the
irnpulse, the mass of the piston plays a much more impor-
tant role t,han in the equation for the energy, where the
mass is conrpensat,ed for by t,he velocity, which is squared.

Shock Wave Energy versus Burst
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damage stress a 4 with the yield stress o o,

can then be written as:

Equation (3)

To classify the high velocity deformation of plates
Nurick & Martin6 give the followittg table:

Table 1 Classification of high velocity
deformation of circular plates

10-5 quasi-static elastic
10 - 3 plastic behaviour starts
10-1 nroderate plastic behaviour
101 extensive plastic behaviour
103 hypervelocity impact

(4)

1*
1*
1*
1{<

1*
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Figure 11 Shock wave i-pulse using steel and plastic
pistons versus burst pressure in driving section

Results of metal forming

Free forming of circular nretal disks

Johnson2 proposed a guide fc,r assessing t,he behaviour of
metals plates subjected to impact, using a dimensionless
number defined as

where I,/ is the impact velocrty, p the material density and
04 the damage stress. Nuricks suggests writing the dam-
age number in terms of the impulse and to substitute the

Free forming with circular disks was performed with
copper disks. The test specimen consisted of copper C106
with a thickness of 0.55 mm and 0.9 mm. The set-up of the
test section for free forming of circular disks can be seen

in Figure 3. For the experirnents the light plastic pist,on
(0.1895kg) was used. In Tables 2 and 3 the results of the
experiments are given. The energy and the impulse were

numerically integrated using equations (1) and (2) ,respec-
tively, and Johnson's damage number was calculated with
the modified equation (4) The maximum deformation D
is the midpoint deflection of the deformed disk.

For the free forming tests, Johnson's damage number
o lies in the range of extensive plastic behaviour (see Table
1). The results show that the danrage number is not nec-
essarily increasing with increasing deformation. For exarn-
ple, in Table2 the damage nurnber decreases from 11.5 to
11.0 for an increasing deformation (14.4 mm to 16.15 mm).
A similar decrease in the damage number can be seen in
Table 3. Therefore it appears that the damage number,
and with it the i-pulse of the shock wave, is not really'
adequate for classifying the deformation process of metal
disks. The deformation process of the disk seems to be

more dependent on the shock wave energ)' which increases
rnonotonically with increasing deforrnation. Attempts t,o

classify the deformation process should therefore be rnade
with respect, to the shock wave energy.

Table 2 Results of free forrning tests with
0.55 mm copper disks

D [mm] P [MPa] E tJl I [N'] a
10.95 13.96 45.88 7.93 16.68

13.45 r9 .62 79 .25 9.75 25.2
r4.1 19.32 90.3 11.5 35.08
16. 15 25 .7 0 I 16.96 I I .0 32.r

rabre 3 
Tl;'fi;tff;i:'fiing 

tests with

D [--] P [MPa] E tJl I [N'] o
16 .03 37 .25 144.3 9 .94 9 .7 r
17 .22 42.26 184.9 rr .2 12 .43

17 .5 43.2 183.5 I I . 17 12.36

19.0 51.9 219.6 11.12 r2.2

10 Shock
ve rsu s

wave energy using steel and plastic
bu rst pressu re in d riving section

prstons

(3)
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In Figures 12 aud 13 pictures
are shown. The nraxillrLlln nriclpoint
fronr the left to the right hand sicle.

of the cleforrned disks
deforrnat ion inc reases

Figu re 14 Pictu re of d eformed mild steel tu bes. From left
to right: Maximum diameter [..] 24 I, 26.0, torn

to

@ffi@&
Figu re 12 Pictures of deformed copper disks Thickness

0 55 mm From left to. right 10 95, 13 45, I4.4, 16 15 mm
mrdpoint deflection

Figure 13 Pictures of deformed copper disks Thickness 0 9

mm From left to right: 16 03 17 22, 17 5, 19 0 mm
midpoint deflection

Free forming of cylindrical metal tubes

Free fornriug of cylindrical tubes \,vas perfornred lvith test,

specinrens of mild steel (ANSI B. 93. ,1i\{. .\1) ancl out,

of copper'(C'106). For the nrilcl steel specirnens the steel
piston, n'ith a rnass of 3.665 kg, ancl for the copper spec-
inrens an alunriniunr lriston, r'vith a nra,s.s of 0.E7 lrg, \\;as

used. The set-up of the test sect,iou is shorvn in Figure'1.
The results of the tests with the steel tubes ca,u be seerl

in Table -1 and t,he results for the copper tubes in Table
5. Pictures of the clefornrecl tubes art' sholvu in Figures
14 ancl 15. l'he results shon'that after an initial clefor-
rrratiou o\,'('r' t he' rvhole length of the t Lrbe (see F igure 15,

first t rrbr'). tht' clefot'rttatiott at tlre tolr I)alt lags belrirrcl

the cle:fortuat,iorr o1' the bottotu palt. I'his leacls to tlre fi-
na,l shape of'the tubes, rvhich is nlol'e bulged forvards the
bottonr. The st,eel t ubes show a s-ynlnretrical behaviour
about the lorrgitudinal axis rvhelea,s the copper tubes a,re

sometinres unsynrmetrical, which is nrost probably due to
irregular wall thickness.

Table 4 Results of free fornring tests with
1.6 nlm steel tubes

Dia [nln] P [lVIPa] r tJl
24.r 43 .,1 1995 5

26.0 |13.0.1 2373.6
tortr 50.16 25.\6.33

I [N']
101.c\

I14 0

123 S9

Table 5 R,esults of free fornring tests rvit,h

1.1 nun coppel tubes

Dia frnnr]
'21 1

21 T

2i.2
2lt.1
26.35
26.6

torn

P f]vlPal E tJl
3ir.ir 10 L3
12.2 .{3it..\

47 .21 551 !)

16.7 5t12 7

45.05 56!).9
50.3 64e.03
56 .55 789.8

I [N']
21 |
2c\. L)

34. J-r6

31 3
340
376
39.35

Figure 15 Picture of
right: Maximum

deformed copper tubes From left
diameter [-.] 21 4, 25 2, 25 4,

26 35, 26 6, torn

Conclusions

The t,est,s perforrnecl r,vith the liquid shock t,ube in the air
nrocle shou, tltat this process is not, precisel;,' controllable.
Tlre I)to('ess clellettcls st,t'otrgll'ol) the btrrstirrg pl'e,risure of
tlre clia;rlrraglrls atrrl tlreir'ol)errirrg tirnes. 'l'lrt'lirlLrirl shocli
\\'ave ge'llet'atecl in t lte air rrrode lras a ver)' long clurat iou
atrcl gets supet'inrposecl b5,' the renlaining st,atic pressure irr
t he shocli t ube. This st at ic pressure c an be high because
of the tluclt higher initial pressure required in this nrode.
This malies it ver')'difficult to determine if the rvhole defor-
tna,tion of the test, specinren is ca,used b,v the initial licluid
shocli \\:ave ol if a part of the clefornra,t,ion is due to t he
static pressul'e. Also the ellerg)'ancl the irn[)ulse of the licy-

tuicl shock \\'ave at'e ctifficult to cleterrnirre. Anothel aslrr.ct
is the total atnoutrt of energy, w'hich is n('erlecl in the air'
nrode. The clriving sectiorr le(luires a nruch higher Pl'c'ssule
to geltet'ate a Iicluid shock rvave rvhich is sufficientl.v strong
e uough for nre t al fonning .

The controllability of the shock tube in t,he pistorr
tnocle is nruch ]ret,ter, as shor,vn in the results of the piston
tnocle. Differeut pist,on nlasses aucl nrat,erials allow tlre
exact a,tnouut of en(.rrgy' r'e(luirecl for the rnetal fornring
to lte proclucecl. 'fhe l)ressurer historv of the liquid strock
wave getleratecl rn t he piston nrocle is sirnilar to t hat clf' a
ltlast wave aud there{ble the energ-y and t,he inrpulse of t he.

Iicluid shocli wave cal] be precisely determinecl. The t,otal
atnouut, of energy requirerd in the driving section is rnuch
lower than for the air nrode. Therefore plastic diaphragms
ca,n be used to separa,t,e the driving section frorn the driverl
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section. The plastic diaphragms allow the use of a needle
sy'stetn t,o punct,ure the diaphragnts at, the desired pressure
which inc reases the controllability.

The comparison between t,he light plastic piston and
t,he hea,vy steel piston (see Figures 7 and 8) shows that
t,he duration of the liquid shock wave depends on the in-
ertia of the piston. The maximum pressure of the liquid
shock wave depends on the impact velocity and the mate-
rial of the piston. With the plastic piston small portions
of pressure energy over a very short interval of time can
be delivered to the workpiece. The short duration of the
liquid shock wave is an advantage of the light piston over
the heavier steel piston as the shock wave does not, get re-
flect,ed. For the heavy steel piston the reflected shock wave
irnpacts a, second time on t,he test specinen and can cause
an additional deformation. Investigations of this effect still
need to be undertaken.

The results of the free forming tests with copper disks,
rvhich are present,ed in Tables 2 and 3, show that the defor-
nratiou of the test, specinreus is governed by the pressure
('nergy of the liquid shock wave. Further test,s have to be
pelforured to get nrore result,s a,nd to work out, a theoret-
ical approach t,o predict, the nraxinrunl deflection of metal
disks.

A liquid shock wave focused into a metal tube allows
the tube to expand to a grea,ter diameter. For this de-
fornration process a higher amount of pressure energy is
required and therefore a, rnetal piston (alunriniunr or steel)
has t,o he used. The result,s in the free fornring of cylin-
cil'ical tubes show t,ha,t, t,he clefornra,tiou of the tubes is not,

svnunetrical. The bott,onr pa.rt gets nrore clefornrecl tha.n
the t,op pa,rt of the tube. This lea,ds to a final shape which
is nrore bulged t,owards the bott,ol]r.

This explorator-v stucly has shown that controlled

rnetal deformation can be undertaken using a liquid shock
tube, and that the method has potential for development
as a manufacturing process,, especially for the expansion
of tubes. More detailed investigations are currently under
w&y, including studies relating to metal forming into dies
and detailed surface figuring.

The liquid shock tube also serves due to its good con-
trollability as a very useful tool to further investigate the
phenomenon of high speed metal forming. A new project
has been started to optically investigate the metal speci-
mens during the irnpact of the liquid shock wave by using
a high speed video camera.
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